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2nd Call for Abstracts 

 

Abstracts 

We are accepting abstracts for the SEALS27 meeting up until midnight on January 31st. 

Formal acceptances will be sent out by Feb. 28; if you need an early notification please let us know. 

A template for your abstract can be obtained from the website at: jakarta.shh.mpg.de/seals27.  

The website is being updated progressively, please check from time to time for more information. 

Format for presentations is 30 minutes - plan for 20 minutes talk plus question time and setup/changeover. 

Location/travel  

Participants need to make their own way to Padang - see the travel advice on the site. Everything is being run at the 

Kyriad Hotel Bumiminang: a block booking for rooms for SEALS has been made so you don’t need to book any 

accommodation, just turn up at the hotel (you will be allocated a room, and asked to pay your own bill on departure, 

expected tariff approx. US$60 per night, depending on exchange rates; alternately there are plenty of cheaper options 

close by, and reservations are generally unnecessary).   

Visa on arrival is available at Padang airport if you don’t qualify for visa waiver: 3-day visa US$10 and 30-day visa 

US$25. Please check your elegibility with your nearest Indonesia embassy first. Also it helps if you have clean 

unmarked US small denomination bills on hand to pay for your visa on entry.  

Registration  

Registration fees are set at US$125 (and US$75 for students). This covers welcome pack, lunches, breaks, and 

special conference dinner (one night). You can pay registration in cash on arrival (clean US bills or Euros), or in 

advance online by PayPal (details will be provided with your abstract acceptance).  

Publication 

Participants are encouraged to submit their full papers for publication in the Society’s journal JSEALS, published by 

University of Hawaii Press.  

Principal organisors: David Gil <gil@shh.mpg.de>, Paul Sidwell <paulsidwell@gmail.com> 
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